A critical analysis of the cyclic and open alternatives of the transmetalation step in the stille cross-coupling reaction.
The transmetalation step of the Stille cross-coupling reaction catalyzed by PdL(2) (L = PH(3), AsH(3)) has been analyzed by means of DFT methods for PhBr as the electrophile and CH(2)=CHSnMe(3) as the nucleophile. Both experimentally proposed mechanisms (cyclic and open) were theoretically studied. For the case of the cyclic mechanism, the associative and dissociative ligand substitution alternatives were both analyzed. For the case of the open mechanism, the cis and the trans pathways were evaluated. All the reaction pathways were also studied taking into account the solvent effects by means of continuum models, for THF and PhCl as solvents. In selected cases, explicit solvent molecules were introduced to account for their potential role as ligands. Theoretical analysis indicates that the open reaction mechanism is preferred for organotriflate systems, whereas the cyclic mechanism is favored for the reaction with organohalide systems.